Motivated by the need for an unbiased and positive-semidefinite estimator of multivariate realized covariance matrices, we model noisy and asynchronous ultra-high-frequency asset prices in a state-space framework with missing data. We then estimate the covariance matrix of the latent states through a Kalman smoother and Expectation Maximization (KEM) algorithm. In the expectation step, by means of the Kalman filter with missing data, we reconstruct the smoothed and synchronized series of the latent price processes. In the maximization step, we search for covariance matrices that maximize the expected likelihood obtained with the reconstructed price series. Iterating between the two EM steps, we obtain a KEM-improved covariance matrix estimate which is robust to both asynchronicity and microstructure noise, and positive-semidefinite by construction. Extensive Monte Carlo simulations show the superior performance of the KEM estimator over several alternative covariance matrix estimates introduced in the literature. The application of the KEM estimator in practice is illustrated on a 10-dimensional US stock data set.
Introduction
Modeling and forecasting the conditional covariance matrix of asset returns is pivotal to many prominent financial problems such as risk management, asset allocation, and option pricing. It is now well recognized that the proper use of intra-day price observations leads to precise and accurate measurement and forecast of the unobservable asset volatility, the so-called realized volatility approach. The idea of realized volatility measures goes back to the seminal work of Merton (1980) , who showed that the integrated variance of a Brownian motion can be approximated by the sum of a large number of intra-day squared returns. This original intuition has been recently formalized and generalized in a series of papers applying quadratic variation theory. 1 These results allow one to exploit all the information contained in intra-day high-frequency data in the construction of a volatility measure.
However, the multivariate extensions of the realized volatility approach pose a series of difficult challenges that are still the subject of active research. First, market microstructure effects contaminate price observations, complicating the inference on the statistical properties of the true, efficient price process.
Second, the so-called non-synchronous trading effect (Lo and MacKinlay 1990 ) strongly affects the estimation of the realized covariance measures. Standard realized covariance measures constructed by imposing an artificially regularly spaced time series on high frequency data have an attenuation bias which tends to increase with the sampling frequency. This is because in each regularly spaced interval, any difference in the time stamps of the last ticks of the two assets will correspond to a portion of the cross product returns that will not be accounted for in the computation of the realized covariance. In fact, the returns corresponding to this time difference are not matched (being ascribed to two different time intervals) and hence no longer contribute to the cross product summation. This reduction of the correlations absolute value when increasing the sampling frequency was first reported by Epps (1979) and is hence termed the Epps effect. Various approaches have been proposed in the literature to tackle this asynchronicity problem: incorporate lead and lag cross returns in the estimator (Scholes and Williams 1977; Cohen et al. 1983; Bollerslev and Zhang 2003; Bandi and Russell 2005) , avoid any synchronization by directly using tick-by-tick data (De Jong and Nijman 1997; Hayashi and Yoshida 2005; Palandri 2006; Sheppard 2006; Voev and Lunde 2007; Corsi and Audrino 2008; Hautsch et al. 2009; Griffin and Oomen 2011) , adopt the so-called refresh time scheme (Barndorff-Nielsen et al. 2011; Ait-Sahalia et al. 2010; Zhang 2011) , and the multivariate Fourier method (Renò 2003; Mancino and Sanfelici 2011) .
Third, the variance-covariance matrix needs to be positive-semidefinite (psd). However, any kind of correction for these aforementioned microstructure effects will typically result in a covariance matrix which is not guaranteed to be psd. Notable exceptions are the multivariate realized kernel with refresh time of Barndorff-Nielsen et al. (2011) and the multivariate Fourier method of Mancino and Sanfelici (2011) . In both cases, however, the frequency at which all the realized variance-covariance estimates are computed is dictated by the asset having the lowest liquidity, hence discarding in practice a considerable amount of information, especially for the most liquid assets.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to the estimation of the variance-covariance matrix based on the idea of viewing the asynchronicity problem as a missing values problem on a set of otherwise synchronous ultra-high-frequency series; i.e. in our view, data on a very high-frequency grid (say at one second) are synchronous, although many observations are missing. Then we consider the asynchronicity as arising from the fact that when some assets trade, the observations of some other assets might be missing. The advantage of this point of view is that standard statistical methodology used for dealing with missing observations can be employed to cope with the asynchronicity problem in asset prices. Moreover, modelling the market microstructure noise as a measurement error on the true latent efficient price naturally leads to a state space model with the transition equation describing the dynamics of the latent efficient price and the observation equation modelling the contamination due to the market microstructure effects. This state space approach with missing values, in turn, naturally leads to an estimation methodology based on Kalman filter recursion within an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. 2 EM effectively deals with the missing observation problem by iterating between two steps: the expectation step, which in our context reconstructs the latent and synchronized series of the efficient price processes by means of the Kalman recursion; and the maximization step, which searches for model parameter values (the entries of the covariance matrices in our case) that maximize the expected likelihood obtained with the reconstructed price series. In this way EM guarantees maximizing the likelihood of the observed data even in presence of missing observations (see Dempster et al. 1977) . Therefore, the proposed estimators can be seen as an application of the QMLE approach to quadratic variation estimation recently proposed by Xiu (2010) . We term this approach Kalman-EM or KEM for short.
The proposed KEM estimator has the important advantage of employing all the information available in all the price series making use of all the trades of any asset. Specifically, by reconstructing each latent price series using all the information contained in the other series, the KEM methodology pulls all the available multivariate information in computing each single pair of covariances while guaranteeing the estimated variance-covariance matrix to be psd. Through an extensive simulation study, we show that the KEM approach is able to effectively deal, at the same time, with both the asynchronicity (or missing value) problem and the market microstructure noise, providing realized covariance matrices which are both psd by construction and the most accurate of the competing methodologies considered. Furthermore, given its computational efficiency, KEM is also feasible in large dimensions and can be applied in practical situations involving several dozens (or even hundreds) of assets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces our multivariate state space model. Section 3 describes the proposed KEM estimation approach. Section 4 is dedicated to the presentation of the results of an extensive simulation study which compares the KEM estimator with several competitive approaches over a broad range of settings. Section 5 contains the empirical application of our proposed estimators to a portfolio of 10 stocks, and Section 6 concludes.
Model
We start by specifying a general continuous-time process for the efficient log-price
where X(t) is the d-dimensional latent log-price process free of noise, W(t) is the d-dimensional
Brownian motion, and the drift µ t and the diffusion coefficient Σ t Σ t = Q t are functions smooth enough to guarantee the existence of a unique solution to (1).
However, the observed log transaction prices are contaminated by microstructure noise. We propose to model the system composed of the latent and observed log-price as a state-space model discretized on a ultra-high-frequency grid (of one second in the simulation and empirical analysis)
with the assumption of zero drift on the latent price and constant variance-covariance matrices. Our ultra-high-frequency discrete time system then reads:
where X t is the vector of true-latent-efficient prices, Y t is the vector of observed prices, partitioned in its observed and missing components [Y o t , Y m t ] and η t and t are assumed to be uncorrelated and mutually independent errors.
Assuming a drift equal to zero is a reasonable assumption if we consider that we are dealing with infra-day log-prices. Furthermore, we recognize that the volatility is a multivariate time-varying process but since we are interested in the estimation of a constant volatility matrix, we apply the recent approach of Xiu (2010) that shows that the QMLE of the volatility of a misspecified model with constant volatility remains consistent and optimal in terms of its rate of convergence under fairly general assumptions. Finally, we assume the covariance matrix R to be diagonal, meaning that the microstructure noises are uncorrelated across assets. 3
The discretized model is a simple linear state space model, known as a local level model, consisting of the observation equation (2) and the state equation (3). The model can also be viewed as a particular case of a dynamic linear model (Elliott et al. 1995; Roweis and Ghahramani 1999; West and Harrison 1997) is performed using the EM algorithm. We here briefly review the idea of the powerful EM algorithm.
The objective of the EM algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977) is to maximize the likelihood of the observed data in the presence of hidden variables. In the problem under consideration, the hidden variables areX = [X, Y m ], that is, the true latent process X and the missing observations of the process Y m . Maximizing the likelihood as a function of Q and R is equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood:
Using any distribution π over the hidden variables, we can obtain a lower bound on L. In fact:
where the middle inequality is due to the Jensen inequality induced by the concavity of the log function. The EM algorithm alternates between maximizing F with respect to the distribution π and the parameters Q and R, respectively, holding the other fixed. Specifically, starting from some initial parameters Q 0 and R 0 , at iteration k +1 we have:
thus, EM can be interpreted as coordinate ascent algorithm in F .
The maximum in the E-step results when π is exactly the conditional distribution ofX, i.e. The filtering recursion formulas are only slightly modified to take into account the missing data by entering zeros in the observation vector Y t where data is missing and by zeroing out the corresponding row of the observation matrix (Shumway and Stoffer 1982) which, in our model, is simply the identity matrix (see Section 2).
The maximum in the M-step is obtained by maximizing the first term of F (π, Q, R), since the second term (the entropy of π) does not depend on Q and R, i.e.
where the expectation is taken with respect to the distribution ofX|Y o , Q k , R k . Therefore, we maximize the expected log likelihood of the joint data (observed and hidden) under
that is, the distribution of the hidden variables conditional on the observations and parameters of the model. Given the estimated hidden variables obtained from the E-step, it becomes easy to solve for a new set of parameters. In fact, this reduces to the minimization of quadratic forms, given that the likelihood of the joint data looks as follows:
Then, the maximization is analogous to the usual multivariate regression approach, which yields the following estimated values of Q and R at iteration (r + 1) (the sufficient statistics suggested by Digalakis et al. 1993 for this maximization are obtained from the smoothing recursions and are reported in Appendix A.3):
and D t is a permutation matrix that at each instant t orders observed and then missing components of Y t (the original order is then re-established with D t ).
Summarizing, we iterate between • Kalman filter/smoother to estimate the unknown hidden variables given the observations and current parameter values
• use this fictitious complete data to solve for new parameters in the expected log likelihood of the joint data.
We monitor the convergence of KEM by computing recursively from the filtering iterations the prediction error decomposition form of the incomplete data normal log-likelihood L(Q, R) (Gupta and Mehra (1974) 
where X f observed data, the KEM estimators of Q and R are ML estimators and therefore possess all requested asymptotic properties, that is, consistency, asymptotic normality and efficiency. As mentioned above, the MLE of the constant matrix Q can be interpreted as the QMLE for the quadratic variation of the (multivariate) efficient price process 4 by applying the results proved in Xiu (2010) to the reconstructed series of the synchronized efficient price X.
Formally, we state the consistency of the KEM estimator in the following proposition, whose proof is given in Appendix A.4.
Proposition 3.1 Suppose the following conditions are satisfied:
• the underlying multivariate latent price process satisfies dX(t) = Σ t dW(t), with Σ t a positive and locally bounded Itô semimartingale process such that Q t = Σ t Σ t ,
• the observed data log likelihood L(Q, R) in (8) is unimodal and with a unique stationary point,
and R k are the EM estimates at iteration k given in (6) and (7).
Then, given M j the number of observed prices Y o i,j for the j-th asset in the interval [0, τ ], and M := min(M 1 , . . . , M j , . . . , M d ),
whereQ is the steady state version of the estimator (6) on the misspecified dynamics dX(t) = ΣdW(t),
This result shows the consistency of the KEM estimator for the unknown quadratic covariation process τ 0 Q t dt. In our empirical investigations, τ will be fixed to one day. An important byproduct of our approach is the signal extraction of the latent efficient price process X for each asset. By the KEM estimation procedure we can filter out the microstructure noise and reconstruct the latent dynamics of the efficient price by exploiting the correlations of one asset with the dynamics of all the other assets. This multivariate signal extraction is particularly useful for the less liquid series that have fewer observations and can therefore benefit more from the information contained in the dynamics of the more liquid assets. As an illustration of that, in Figures 1 and 2 we plot the reconstructed latent price process together with the observed tick prices, for two of the least liquid assets in our empirical application (Hasbro and Nike, see Section 5 for more details) over the first 500 seconds of the trading day January 3, 2007. . We generate the data using the stochastic volatility model of Heston (1993) . The data generating process (DGP) is, for i = 1, · · · , d and t = 1, · · · , T
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where E(dW i,t dW j,t ) = ρ ij dt, E(dW i,t dB j,t ) = δ ij π i dt. We generate the data through an Euler-Maruyama discretization scheme, where the first observation for the variance process is drawn from a Gamma distribution Γ(2k iσ 2 i /s 2 i , s 2 i /2k i ) centered in the mean variance. We simulate the covariance matrix of 10 assets for M = 500 simulated sample paths. The KEM running times per path are a few seconds for portfolios of 2-3 assets, a few minutes for tens of assets and, by extrapolation, we assume a computing time of a few hours for hundreds of assets, using all the data in one trading day. 5 All simulations are initialized from P 0 = log ([100, 40, 60, 80, 40, 20, 90, 30, 50, 60] ).
Our KEM estimator, being based on the synchronized efficient price process reconstructed at the one second frequency, is psd by construction. If the variance-covariance matrix obtained with the pairwise AFX and HY estimation procedures are not psd, we project them onto the space of psd matrices using the methodology proposed in Higham (2002) . 6 Convergence of the EM algorithm is assumed when the relative percentage increase of the log-likelihood (8) is below 0.00001. The true DGP variance matrices Q and R are reported in Table 1 and have been obtained by averaging the results of the application of our KEM methodology to the 10 stocks employed in our empirical analysis (see Section 5).
We perform the study in six simulations settings, reported in Table 2 , which differ in terms of noiseto-signal ratio and mean and standard deviation of the percentage of missing observations. We are then able to reproduce a broad range of empirically realistic cases which combine moderate and severe market microstructure noise contamination with a wide spectrum of missing probability distributions across the 10 assets. As a synthesis measure of the performance we choose the Frobenius norm of the matrix difference between the estimated and the true (used to generate the data) Q
whereσ ij is the ij-th element of the estimated Q and σ ij is the ij-th element of the true Q used in the simulation, for the various methodologies in the different settings.
The sample means and standard deviations of the Frobenius distances are summarized in Table   3 . In Figures 3 to 8 we graphically compare the kernel density of the M = 500 simulated Frobenius distances obtained from each competing estimator.
Starting from the standard setting featuring a moderate level of microstructure noise and a high and homogeneous level of liquidity across the assets, Figure 3 shows a clear ranking among the considered estimators with KEM being distinctly the most accurate followed by AFX, HY and MRK, respectively. These results confirm that the KEM ability to pull information from the most liquid assets to improve covariance estimations (even for the less liquid ones) leads to more accurate realized covariance estimates (while maintaining the positive-semidefiniteness of it). These results also confirm that MRK guarantees the positive-semidefiniteness of the estimated covariance matrix at the price of discarding a considerable amount of information.
In the high noise setting, the noise-to-signal ratio is raised from the 0.78 of the standard setting to 2.58. This level of noise contamination is quite extreme for standard empirical data providing a useful stress test for the realized covariance estimators. In this setting HY,since it is not robust to microstructure noise, is the worst performing while KEM is again the best estimator although now closely followed by AFX which then proves in addition to be highly robust to microstructure noise (see Figure 4 ).
In the high missing setting we instead raise the number of missing observations compared to the standard setting by increasing the average probability of missing from 0.32 to 0.67, thus effectively more than doubling it. Within this setting we can stress test the ability of our KEM approach to reconstruct the latent efficient price process of the 10 stocks from a much smaller number of observed prices. Interestingly, the KEM estimator is still able to outperform the HY one which, in this setting, becomes the best one among the remaining estimators as it is especially suited to deal with sparse data and asynchronicity ( Figure 5 ). By combining both a high level of noise and missings, we construct a very challenging setting which underlines the ability of the estimators to be contemporaneously robust to strong market microstructure noise and low asset liquidity. Now AFX performs better than HY and MRK, being better equipped to deal with noise. However, the KEM estimator still remains the preferred one, confirming its robustness to both sources of errors ( Figure 6 ).
Another direction in which we stress test our estimators is by intensifying the problem of asynchronicity among the assets. For this purpose we construct a simulation setting in which the liquidity of the different assets is more dispersed, i.e. we increase the standard deviation of the distribution of the missing probabilities across the 10 assets. Within this setting we consider two levels of noise-tosignal ratios, moderate and high. We term these two settings dispersed missing and dispersed missing high noise, respectively (Figures 7 and 8) . Even under these settings the KEM estimator is able to pull information from the most liquid assets to obtain better covariance estimates, again proving to be, by far, the best-performing estimator under both settings. In contrast, the approaches based on the refresh time (AFX and MRK), suffer from the limitations of this scheme which, dictated by the less liquid assets, discards a large amount of information especially from the more liquid ones (hence, doing somewhat the opposite of what KEM tends to do). In fact, contrary to the standard case, in the dispersed missing setting HY outperforms AFX as it is better able to deal with a high level of asynchronicity. In the dispersed missing high noise case, however, the lack of robustness of HY to microstructure noise heavily degrades its performances.
To assess statistically whether the differences in the performances are relevant, we run a series of formal tests. We start by computing Model Confidence Sets (MCS) following the procedure introduced by Hansen et al. (2003) and (2011). The MCS approach has been introduced with the goal of characterizing the best subset of models with respect to a pre-specified performance measure out of a set of competing ones. In recent years it has become a standard for this kind of task. Not surprisingly, in line with the results illustrated in Figures 3 to 8, we find that in all simulation settings the MCS at all relevant confidence levels exclusively consists of the KEM approach. What changes from setting to setting is only the sequence in which the other models are deleted from the confidence set (as reported in Table 3 ).
Summarizing the results of the simulation study across the different settings, the KEM estimator consistently emerges as the most accurate measure of realized covariance among the considered estimators. This is due to its high level of robustness to both microstructure noise and asynchronicity and to its capacity of effectively exploiting all the multivariate information available: none of the observations is discarded and all are used in each single covariance estimate. Therefore, contrary to what happens in the MRK approach, the positive-semidefiniteness of the KEM estimated variance-covariance matrix comes at no cost in terms of precision of the estimates.
Application
In our empirical analysis we use a data set from tickdata.com consisting of tick-by-tick data for the 10 stocks described in Table 4 over Davidson, Nike Inc. and Tektronix) with an average probability of missing larger than 0.8.
The estimated (with KEM) average (across stocks) signal-to-noise ratio for our empirical data is 1.23, with mean and standard deviation of missing probabilities equal to 0.78 and 0.11, respectively. So High missings is the simulation scenario closest to our empirical data. From the simulation results in the previous section, we found that MRK was the least accurate among the considered estimators due to the large amount of information discarded, as discussed above. This was confirmed by the fact that MRK was the first methodology deleted in the MCS analysis. For the sake of readability of the results, in the following empirical analysis we then decided not to report the results of MRK.
In Tables 5 and 6 we report the average estimated variance matrix for AFX and HY, respectively, both projected onto the space of psd matrices; while the average covariance matrix Q estimated with KEM was already reported in Table 1 .
As illustrative pictures, in Figures 9 and 10 For the variance, the three methods return estimates which are almost indistinguishable, showing that the KEM methodology also provides realized variance estimates which are comparable to those provided by the renowned Two Scale estimators of Zhang et al. (2005) . Although a performance comparison on empirical data is always problematic (lacking a reference target), we can make several observations. First, all three considered estimators identify a surge in the value of covariance corresponding to the financial turmoil of August and October 2007. Second, KEM covariance estimates tend to be slightly higher than HY. This could be a consequence of HY downward bias on empirical data recently documented by Griffin and Oomen (2011) . Third, during periods of higher covariance, the AFX estimator appears to be noisier, generating large and extreme (compared to HY and KEM) values and a much more erratic covariance dynamics. We can therefore conclude that the empirical results align with those obtained in our Monte Carlo simulation analysis.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a novel view on the problem of asynchronicity in the realized covariance estimation by considering it as a missing data problem. Together with the treatment of the market microstructure noise as a measurement error problem, this naturally leads to a state-space model with missing observations for which an EM type of approach is particularly suited. We then estimate the covariance matrix of the latent price process with a Kalman-EM (KEM) algorithm which iterates between the following two steps: reconstruct the smoothed and synchronized series of the latent price processes (E-step) and use this fictitious complete data set to easily maximize the complete data likelihood obtaining new estimates for the parameters of interest, i.e. the variance-covariance matrix of the latent price process and microstructure noise (M-step). The proposed KEM estimator is then robust to both asynchronicity and microstructure noise, and psd by construction.
We perform an extensive Monte Carlo simulation analysis reproducing a broad spectrum of empirically realistic cases in terms of both level of market microstructure noise and distribution of missing probabilities. Across all different settings, the KEM estimator consistently outperforms several competing estimators introduced in the previous literature. The reason for this superior performance is the ability of KEM to exploit all the information contained in the tick-by-tick multivariate series to reconstruct the latent efficient price process of each series. In this way the KEM estimator effectively pulls information from all the available series in computing each single pair of covariances and remains highly robust to both microstructure noise and asynchronicity (i.e. missing data). As it is also psd by construction and computationally efficient, the KEM estimator is highly suited for portfolio applications such as portfolio selection and risk management.
A Appendix

A.1 E-step optimal distribution
We show that π(X) = P (X|Y o , Q, R) is the optimal distribution which saturates the bound, i.e. F (π, Q, R) = L(Q, R).
A.2 Kalman filter and smoothing recursions
The Kalman filter recursion formulas are, for t = 1, · · · , T :
The smoothing recursions are, for t = T − 1, · · · , 1:
where J t is the smoothing correction term, X s t is the smoothed log-price latent process, V s t is the variance of the smoothing error and V t s t is the one-lag autocovariance of the smoothing error.
A.3 KEM sufficient statistics
Thanks to the assumption of diagonal R, the quantities necessary to compute the sufficient statistics are the following:
A.4 Proof of Proposition 3.1
Suppose that L(Q, R) is unimodal with (Q * , R * ) being the only stationary point and that E[log P (X, Y|Q k , R k )]
is continuously differentiable in Q k and R k . Then, by Corollary 1 of Wu (1983) , for any EM sequence R) , that is the unique maximizer (Q * , R * ) of L(Q, R). Furthermore, let us define the t multivariate intra-τ return of the efficient log-price process as X t − X t−1 , t = 1, . . . , M . Then
→ Q * by uniqueness of the maximizer of L(Q, R). This means thatQ and 1 τ M t=1 (X t − X t−1 )(X t − X t−1 ) are asymptotically equivalent, and we know from Theorem 1 in Barndorff-Nielsen and Shephard (2004) 
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